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Our work aims to bridge length scales in immiscible multiphase flow simulation by connecting pore-scale and
continuum-scale simulations through a novel validation framework. We employ Niessner and Hassnaizadeh’s
(2008) continuum-scale model for multiphase flow in porous media, combined with McClure et al.’s (2020) ge-
ometric equation of state, to provide a complete set of geometrical measures. Pore-scale fluid configurations
simulated with the Lattice-Boltzmann method are used to validate the continuum-scale results. We propose
a mapping from the continuum-scale to pore-scale utilizing a Generalized Additive Model to predict non-
wetting phase Euler characteristics during imbibition, effectively bridging the continuum-to-pore length scale
gap. Other continuum-scale simulated measures of specific interfacial area, saturation, and capillary pressure
are directly compared to up-scaled pore-scale simulation results. Overall, the proposed framework provides
reasonable front profiles for saturation, capillary pressure, specific interfacial area, and Euler characteristic
for an imbibition process.
The described workflow advances the modelling of immiscible multiphase flow by establishing a transparent
connection between pore-scale and continuum-scale simulations, supported by fundamental thermodynamic
and geometrical principles. Furthermore, the generated results for the Lattice-Boltzmann simulations demon-
strate that utilizing the fluid configurations obtained from the outcomes of pore-scale simulations not only
offers analytical references for validating the continuum-scale simulations but also serves as an interface to
compare pore-scale and continuum-scale simulations. Future work remains for evaluating the extended mul-
tiphase flow model and our proposed framework for flow reversal processes such as drainage followed by
imbibition.
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